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The first undercurrent caught five times as much as the sixth, and nearly three times as much as the seventh, which was of double size. The yield of the seventh ($947) induced the Company to add another undercurrent. This mine affords an example of the difficulty of catching fine gold. The gold loss was unknown, but was believed not to exceed 5 per cent, of the contents of the gravel.
The bullion obtained by retorting the amalgam from the sluices is finer than that from quartz mills, and is sometimes 990 fine in Australia, although California placer gold is often as low as 850 fine. The remainder is mainly silver, but copper, lead, iron, and some of the minerals existing in the gravel also occur. The amalgam from the head of the sluices yields finer gold than that caught lower down and in the undercurrents.
Tailing.—The tail-sluices usually terminate on the side of a canon, in a river, or in the sea. The enormous amount of loose sand and gravel, delivered from the hydraulic mines of Placer County, California, and the neighbouring counties into the Yuba and Feather rivers prior to 1880, filled up their beds to such an extent that in rainy weather disastrous floods ensued, and much valuable agricultural land was buried beneath sterile drift deposits and rendered worthless. The farmers thereupon took action against the: Mining Companies and obtained a perpetual injunction forbidding them to discharge their tailings into these rivers. The result has been to stop hydraulic mining in these districts, and the efforts to work the deep leads more extensively by drifting, or on the other hand, to impound the tailings by darns made of brushwood, or to return them to their original position, have not resulted in unqualified success. Consequently the gold winning industry lias not been maintained on the extensive scale it had assumed prior to 1 he action of the courts.
Treatment of Cement Gravel.—In many cases the gravel from deep leads won by drift or shaft mining is cemented by iron oxides or clay into u con glomerate which is too tough to be easily disintegrated in the sluices. It is then passed through "cement mills," which closely resemble the stamp battery to be described in the next chapter, the chief differences to be noted being in the facilities for delivery. Double discharge mortars art1 used, arid the, screens are. very coarse, the mesh being usually about -fa inch, but varying up to I inch in diameter. One battery of ten stamps, each weighing ^50 Ibs., making !)•! drops of <) indies in height per minute, will crush about. 40 or 50 tons of gravel in ten hours so that it will pass through a /{j-ineli mesh screen. Mercury is put into the mortar, and most of the. gold is usually caught there on amalgamated copper plates, but copper plates outside th<* mortar are also used as in quartz-milling, and rubbers are employed to brighten the. gold. If well-arranged plates are laid down, the number of sluice boxes which can be added with advantage is very small, a length of from 50 to 300 iVet being used, the former limit being "most common. No attempt is made to save the auriferous magnetic sands and sulphides which these conglomerates usually contain.
In the case of the Morning Star Cement Gravel Mine, Placer County, California, quoted by K. II. Richards,1 the weight of the stamps was 850 Ibs., the height of drop 6 to 8 inches, the number of drops per minute 1)5 to loo,
1Richar<lH,  Ore Dremufr, 1903,  p. 211.     Can.  Mny. Rev.,  180(>,  15, 255; <J. 13. Hobson, on " Cost of Milling in Cement Gravel Mines."

